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The purpose of this research to describe and analyze leadership manajerial age child education head early (paud) kauman metro centre. watchfulness focus leadership manajerial head paud aba metro centre with sub watchfulness focus: (1) leadership concept know-how paud aba kauman metro downtown metro. (2) know-how human (human skill). (3) technical know-how.

This research uses to approach qualitative with case study plan. technique gathers data is done with interview, documentation study and field observation. data analysis technique uses pattern interaktif data miles and hubberman.

Research result has been got (1) head paud aba metro centre has ability has analyzed in a troubleshoot or problem, has ability to think rational in every the action, has ability that is expert and qualified in assorted konsepsi, and head paud aba metro centre has done observation according to encana about management activities. (2) head paud aba kauman metro centre in run the task it to to has realized behaviour teachers and pupil, realize heart contents, attitude, and teacher motive and pupil, to communicating clearly and effective to teacher and pupil, with it to to creat effective cooperation, co-operative, practise, and diplomatic. (3) leadership technical know-how paud aba kauman metro downtown metro that is it to in carry out activity always do process procedural and it to in make use technology it in all activity. (4) supporter factors shaped curriculum as according to child condition, sarana-prasarana still less. obstacles factor that faced shaped supplementary factor paud aba kauman metro downtown metro shaped parents participation a part little doesn't support, a part little teacher sdm not yet fulfil qualification s1 but a large part teacher not yet dominate technology or it so that in arrangement rkh doesn't use computer typing, head wisdom paud not yet all acceptable subordinate.
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